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Abstract  

The objective of this study is to investigate and drill down into the innovative method of teaching 

aided by computers and their technology. It sheds light on the new invention of computer-assisted 

education and its current efficacy. The use of a computer and related gadgets in education is 

referred to as computer assisted education. It does not imply that instructors will be replaced, but 

rather that teachers will use computer equipment and software to educate, such as smart courses, 

videos, and web coaching. This research demonstrates how, in the face of an outbreak, we 

concentrate just on computer-assisted instruction. Without computer-assisted schooling nowadays, 

we would not have been able to explore or obtain an education. The technological innovation of 

computer-assisted teaching has been readily welcomed by the globe. The purpose of this study is 

to examine the effectiveness of computer-assisted education. 
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1. Introduction 

Education transforms human lives not just for a few seconds, but for the rest of our lives. 

Everybody has wings, but not everyone understands about using them. Education helps humans 

soar by blazing a trail for us and pointing us in the proper way. An educated employee has the 

opportunity to alter the environment with his thoughts and skills, whereas an illiterate guy is little 

more than harmful to civilization. Education is the key of humanity, and the administration has 

recognized the importance of enabling education and its related fields. Previously, education was 

solely based on books and publications, but as the world changes, so does the realm of education. 

We are moving away from textbooks and toward technology and computer items to learn as much 

as possible, capabilities, and knowledge (Angrist & Lavy, 2002). One of the most valuable 

blessings of the digital age is computer-assisted schooling. We may access an encyclopedia of 

information with a single click. It includes the acquisition knowledge via the use of technological 

gadgets and goods. No longer do people have to rely just on textbooks and institutions to obtain 

an education and information. There is no subject of education wherein technology is not 

exploited, whether it is clinical or civilian. The usage of technological equipment may provide one 

with knowledge in any discipline. Web - based learning is overtaking classroom instruction in the 

majority of schools and institutes (Yong, & Liu, 2008). 

Computers enable smart classrooms, video classrooms, online-offline movies, web classrooms, 

and a variety of other applications. Computer-assisted education is a simple technique to study and 

comprehend material. We can create visually engaging slideshows to clarify concepts. We can 
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know whenever and as many instances as we choose with computer-assisted education. We may 

watch the clip and taped taught classes as many times as we like and from any location. Computer 

education has not only streamlined but also enhanced the realm of education. Education has grown 

more exciting as a result of computer-assisted learning. Learners' reliance on educators and 

physical instruction has been lessened as a result of computer-assisted education (Banerjee, 

Shawn, Duflo & Linden, 2007). Learners' attention is maintained with instructional material and 

slideshows. Furthermore, computer assisted training has improved not just secondary education 

but also work and practical training procedures. It has aided in the cost-cutting strategy by 

simplifying the training procedure. There are several benefits to computer-assisted schooling. 

Among them are: 

• Streamlined and immersive method of acquiring knowledge  

• Encourages students to gain knowledge  

• Simplifies the training process  

• Integrates content, audiobooks, and clips in an engaging way  

• Aids teachers in the teaching and learning process  

• Develops educational insights  

• Increase the effectiveness of the educational system 

Computer-assisted education is not a replacement for teachers, but rather a supplement to their 

instruction (Marianne & Pan, 2013). The primary instructor educates the topic utilizing a computer 

and other technologies, providing teaching and knowledge a participatory and adaptable approach. 

For example, in today's outbreak environment, where the entire globe is shuttered, it is critical to 

remember that student instruction is not a complete halt. Many computer tools, such as ZOOM 

and MICROSOFT TEAMS, are available to help the teaching - learning process of schools and 

universities. They have not replaced any instructors, but rather built a system through which 

teachers may digitally establish a living classroom with all of the learners present in one spot and 

educate them. They include numerous capabilities like as screen sharing, raising hands, and so on 

for a more effective and expanded style of teaching (Lisa, Markman & Cecilia, 2009). In addition, 

teachers have posted several taped films to illustrate crucial concepts. One could plainly see the 

expansion of virtual classrooms, which provide learners and anybody else who wants to study an 

opportunity for learning while staying home and graduating from college. As a result, it is apparent 

that computer-assisted education is an achievement. This epidemic originated in China, where the 

shutdown was first detected. Education really shouldn't suffer as a result of the shutdown. The 

Chinese government employed ten cent classes to make education available digitally. This is 

regarded as the "biggest online campaign" in academic credentials, with around 7, 30,000 students 

taking online programmes in Wuhan. Several nations have made their own online tutorial. 
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Singapore created the site "Lark." Byju Raveendran, the founder of Byju's, has announced that its 

learning software would be available for free. Following this release, the firm saw a 60% increase 

in the number of people connected to appealing and engaging movies. Smart classrooms, 

prerecorded movies, PowerPoint slides, zoom lessons, games, and online learning are just a few 

examples of computer-assisted teaching approaches. 

SMART CLASSES 

When smart courses are used, material is becoming more appealing and engaging. Photos, maps, 

audio-videos, infographics, and schematics are used in the classroom. It has even been noticed that 

this assists kids in quickly learning themes and memorizing for a lengthy period of time. As per a 

Gallup poll, using advanced technologies in colleges and universities increased student 

participation by 55%. According to reports, the rate of adoption of these smart schools has reached 

70%, which includes both public and private classes. Furthermore, the topic of longevity and the 

ecological atmosphere has been adequately addressed by these technological innovations. Smart 

courses boost the go sustainable effort by reducing documentation and also assist faculty and 

learners in managing time. 

ZOOM 

In this epidemic condition that is running rampant on the entire planet, not only economics but 

even the education sector is struggling. Zoom, for example, was a much-needed utility at the time. 

Zoom enables the development of a teaching environment in which up to 100 individuals can 

participate, facilitating active learning. Knowledge and education have no bounds, which is why 

computer-assisted technologies are so effective. 

ONLINE COURSES 

In an era when rivalry is rising more and more, world frontiers are narrowing, and individuals are 

competing on a tight rope, it is critical for people to maintain them up to date. Courser, Alison, 

internshala, khan academy, udemy, edX, and more websites offer such options. 

Benefits: 

1. Adaptable scheduling 

2. There is no tight schedule 

3. Self-control 

4. A diverse selection of optional subjects 

5. Promotion in one's job 

6. Cognitive expansion 

2. Evaluation for Computer-Aided Learning 
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 Multiple Choice Questions: This sort of activity is commonly used in computer-based 

assessments to measure a student's grasp of what they've been delivered. It is employed in CBTs. 

Fill-in the Gap: Another CBT technique, the pupil is instructed to enter text in empty spaces when 

certain characters are unavailable. To complete the task, the learner must offer appropriate terms. 

The exam may be completed in a couple of moments using affordable tools like Hot Potato. 

Find the Solutions: Within that assessment, the students are order to develop strategies and must 

find the answers through their own in e-libraries or on the Internet. The responses may be provided 

to the educator in one of many necessary ways. 

Scrabble/Crossword Puzzles: Crossword puzzles are mostly employed in device language 

learning or at the elementary school levels. They may be made using the terminology that kids 

have recently learned, and the activity can be performed during free time. 

Online Interactive Chat: Conversations may be a fantastic tool for students and instructors to 

exchange ideas digitally via given text. Using a social platform, it is rather simple to create a chat 

group system. Nevertheless, it may be tough to regulate at times, and it might become tedious if 

there are just a few persons present in the group chat. Chats can lead in interesting conversation 

when operated with assignments and appropriate groupings of students (age groups, hobbies, etc.), 

notably if after conversation assignments are provided in the conclusion in the teacher. 

Exercises: Management operations exercises can be electronically generated to educate students 

for future issues on the arena. Training exercises can be conducted with the help of software 

programmes designed specifically for the purpose. Computer-simulated exercises can be costly to 

plan, especially if specific equipment is necessary and a greater standard of programming ability 

is needed. 

WebQuest: A WebQuest is an activity in which respondents are expected to offer responses to 

questions primarily obtained on the internet. WebQuest is intended to improve learners' ability to 

use/analyze offered knowledge instead of seeking for that too. In this situation, the educator will 

supply the necessary internet connections for the assignment to the pupils. 

Adventure games: These are computer-simulated role-playing games in which the learner is 

provided with a circumstance that he or she must cope with and overcome. The learner must be 

quick in assessing the game and entering the results as word, by controlling the game's interfaces, 

or by tapping on certain choices. The application provides comments on the player's ability at the 

finish line. 

Listening Activities: The computer substitutes the recording device in these activities. A sound 

module is interfaced to the computer. Students must pay close attention to an audio tape that is 

being broadcast from the computer. Podcasts, audio CDs/DVDs, audio streaming, and other 

similar formats are often utilized. This practice is intended to help pupils improve their listening 
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abilities. If the pupils have mastered the subject, it can be quickly followed by multiple choice 

tasks. 

3. Advantages of CAL 

Self-Paced/Self-Directed Education: Because learners have more autonomy over the CAL 

experience, they may choose their own learning speed. Learners can progress through a course at 

their own pace. They have the option of repeating a job or reviewing content many more instances 

as they wish. Students can also pass over such a subject if they are already familiar with it. This 

minimizes time and enhancing teaching efficiency. Similarly, because students have diverse 

learning styles and tactics, they may pick everything they want to acquire and what sequence they 

would like to study it. This addresses the problem of sluggish and quick thinkers. Every learner 

learns at his and her own schedule using CAL. Leaners will not be discouraged if they have been 

unable to maintain abreast with everybody else because they can easily revisit the lecture once the 

time comes. Students are becoming more accountable and mindful of the ramifications of the 

education style/strategy they pick as they manage their own learning progress. Internet adaptable 

teaching methods (WAES), for example, adjust to the learner and present several sets of detail, 

evaluation, and comments for the learner to review. 

Computer Aided Competence: Engaging with computers often forces learners who are not 

computer-literate to grow their computer abilities, and it also offers them a spirit of teamwork 

when two or even more learners must use a computer. Learners are required to utilise computers 

more of it in their coursework as their computer skills improve. 

Visual representation: When a computer-based knowledge is taking place, a learner 

automatically becomes more aware. There is a sense of foreboding, which causes the learner to be 

more focused while studying the subject. Learners are more inspired visually by multimedia 

content, and just seeing aids listening. This improves kids' natural learning style. 

Learning Effectiveness: Through CAL, learners are expected to acquire ideas or abilities quicker 

and with far less effort, as well as remember how much they have learnt for a longer period of 

time. As a result, they would demand less instructor time. 

Sensory Stimulation: Since we can absorb and processing data, we are multi-sensory beings. 

According to Fletcher (1990), individuals recall 20% with what they listen, 40% of what they're 

seeing listen, and 75% of what they are seeing, hear, and do. Because computers can excite the 

multiple human sensations and provide material in a variety of mediums, they can help to spice up 

the training process. Computers assist learning by fostering excitement and providing a dynamic 

atmosphere. 

Improvement of Communication Abilities: Chats and videoconferences contribute to the 

formation of writing, speaking, and excellent communication. They practise confidence in 
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speaking with discussions and polling data. This may not always entail the teacher's official 

evaluation. 

Content/Lesson-Cantered: Despite traditional instructor-cantered classes, computer-based 

classes direct students' focus away from the teacher and toward the lesson/content being presented. 

A lesson-cantered teaching strategy helps the learner. Students concentrate their focus to the 

computer(s) next to them, making each other feel more at ease with their instruction. 

Enthusiasm: Using computer technology in teaching typically makes the lesson more attractive 

and fascinating. It keeps students' focus and encourages them to engage actively in the learning 

process. 

4. Impediments of CAL 

When computers are first incorporated into the educational process, pupils may be unfamiliar with 

what will be given to them, which may cause overall uneasiness. If the pupils (especially older 

students) are not computer proficient, the instructor will have to deal with computer anxiety as 

well. It would take a long time for pupils to acquire accustomed to CAL in this setting. Students 

may feel intimidated by the quantity of data they are processing in a computer-based self-

assessment class when they are kept under their own. As a result, extensive use of multimedia 

transmissions should be minimized during the first introduction of CAL, and the instructor should 

spend greater emphasis on the topic being taught because students' attention is frequently focused 

on the computer. 

There is also an unacceptable state in which students are becoming engrossed with just what they 

are doing on the computer that they fail to pay consideration to what is being educated. They may 

become engrossed in the multimedia images to the point where, by the end of the class, they will 

not have grasped the core concepts of the lesson or will only half-heartedly follow the lecture 

because their mind is "far away." The younger the pupils, the more probable it is that this will 

occur. While it is true that appealing presentations are a significant component of CAL, the most 

important goal of the lecture is for students to learn and grasp what is being taught; otherwise, 

incorporating computers into the learning process would be ineffective (Brown & Park, 2002; 

Fairlie & Rebecca, 2012). In the interaction between students and computers, the instructor should 

endeavour to preserve balance. The instructor should follow in with the pupils on a frequent basis 

to ensure that they are learning by asking questions about what is being presented. Though 

computers might increase students' attention and help them grasp a course better, it is the 

responsibility of professors to guarantee that learners know and can successfully show what they 

have learned. 

5. Conclusion 

The challenges involved with computer-assisted learning are not related to the computer 

programmes themselves, but rather to how to educate using them. The problem with CAL is mostly 
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the low-level pedagogic (teaching techniques and activities) ways of teaching/learning with ICT 

systems. To give recommendations for the use of computer technology in classrooms, a full 

pedagogical study should be conducted. To combat computer phobia, students and instructors 

should be encouraged to utilise computers, and practical computer skill training should be 

incorporated into the educational curriculum. Based on available resources, post-nursery/primary 

computer should be made compulsory in order to increase the degree of computer literacy among 

all children. 

According to our findings, computer-assisted learning is the most effective style of instruction and 

is considered to be important because it tends to increase participants' involvement and motivates 

them. The process has a number of upsides, but the harsh reality is that it is costly, and rural 

residents struggle to connect and fully comprehend technological advancement. The findings 

suggest that computer-assisted education techniques and materials have a huge positive impact on 

students' academic achievement when technology and facilities are used correctly. There has been 

the start of a new age in the field of education, "EDUCATION 4.0," in which the whole education 

globe is based on computer technical breakthroughs. Whereas the entire world's economy is 

struggling, and learning, just like all the other industries, is now on the verge of collapse, it is only 

computer-assisted education that is rescuing the field of education worldwide. The whole globe 

relies on computer facilities and computer-assisted technologies to study and earn. Education 

knows no bounds, and computers help in the process of overcoming the obstacles that stand in the 

way. In an epidemic scenario like this, it is only through the employment of computer-assisted 

technology that education is touching a significant number of people. The result is clear that 

computer-assisted education programmes are the most often employed approach by institutional 

organisations today to improve the capacity of their pupils; according to the research, 90 percent 

of students consent to study using computer-assisted programmes. 
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